SHOOTS
OFFENDERS

...in full HD, before challenging them and
then notifying the Police.

Designed & Built in NZ

Alerts are monitored in NZ, 24/7

Add up to 100 sensors & smoke detectors

Security, live viewing & time lapse all-in-one

crosbies security
Auckland's most trusted Civil &
Construction Security Experts

0800 113 262
WWW.CROSBIES.CO.NZ

FEATURES
FEATURES
LIVE VIEWING & RECORDING

From wherever you are, in real time, use our advanced computer or
smartphone interface to access and control your camera in colour and in
full High Definition. We use 3G/4G networks to bring you live viewing at
your fingertips. All footage is stored on the cloud for 30-days and can be
accessed anytime.

FULLY MONITORED & SERVICED
Our New Zealand made single lens D1 & dual lens D2 systems released late 2019
have a false alarm rate of less than 1 false alarm per month. This means peace
of mind that sirens and lights won't disturb neighbours, and your phone will rest
easy. Our monitoring station will verify alerts caused by the sensors or the
cameras built in AI, 24/7, to verify the alert.
In addition, we offer 7 day servicing ability on our systems to ensure they are up
and running when it matters most.

1 OR 2 LENSES, UP TO 1KM DETECTION
Our single lens D1 and dual lens D2 cameras record 24/7. Using wireless low powered,
indoor and outdoor motion sensors, we can expand the cameras detection ability to over
1km squared. Relying on tried and tested PIR technology, the flood lights and siren will only
activated once any of the up to 100 PIR's are triggered. The outdoor PIR's are pet friendly
up to 40kg, meaning people and vehicles trigger the system immediately but rodents and
other animals are ignored.

FIRE, FLOOD & AI INTEGRATION
Our systems have the capability to detect smoke, heat and flooding
through our EU certified smoke and flood detection systems, integrating
directly with our monitoring station for a rapid response.
In addition, our cameras feed directly through to our advanced artificial
intelligence software that can manage facial recognition, intrusion
detection, number plate recognition, and more.

Site Evacuation System for Health & Safety
At the press of a button, you can sound the alarm and notify the monitoring station of a panic situation, alerting
staff to an imminent danger or need to evacuate within seconds.

24/7 Event Recording
At any time motion is detected on site, the camera stores footage on the cloud for 30-days without activating
the siren. This is useful for health & safety and for incidents that occur during business hours.

Time Lapse
Our system can take shots hourly of your project unfolding, so we can render a powerful time lapse video of
your project unfolding from start to finish.

crosbies security
No power? No problem. We're specialists
in off-grid security.

0800 113 262
WWW.CROSBIES.CO.NZ

